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New horizons
Notes from the 12th House by Barry Hopewell

Joyce is not able to write
her usual introductory
‘notes from the 11th
house’, due to being in the process of
cataract operations, so this seemed an
opportune place to set down my own
thoughts on where we are going with
APA’s website and Conjunction.
As I am writing from a position
where my Age Point has recently passed
over the 12th house Low Point and
the Crossing Point of the moon node
and natal charts, with the prospect of
encountering Pluto on the AC next year,
you would not expect my thoughts to be
about ‘business as usual’.
One trigger for change has been the
recent decision by Jane Brooks to stand
down as APA webmaster. Jane has run
our website, in at least three different incarnations,
since Beacon Centre days in the 1990s. She was also a
leading member of the Manchester
study group that thrived for some
time, and I believe holds the
record of the longest time taken
to successfully complete the APA
Diploma course!
We all owe Jane a huge debt
of gratitude. It is unfortunate that Jane at API UK
Council Meeting
recent poor health led to Jane
2006
taking this decision, and we all
wish her well in the future.
Fortunately, in helping to establish the latest
incarnation of the website on the Wordpress platform,
I have been able to take over looking after the website
fairly painlessly from Jane. This also means that it will
be fairly easy for others to take on and own parts of
the website, so I am looking for volunteers to help.
If you’re good with computers and editing, you could
probably handle it; obviously, if you have website or
blog experience, even better. Remember that the main
content is mature, so there’s not a huge amount of
work to be done.
This brings me back to the question of the future
of Conjunction and its relationship with the website,
which I originally posed in the last issue. Looking after
both at the moment, I am obviously in a good position
to consider this, and I am aware that the work required
to keep both in their current form is more than I am
willing to continue to do.
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Neptune on Triton’s horizon, NASA

So I plan that Conjunction will become more
integrated into the website:
1. News and comment already appear on our Twitter
stream and the APA blog. Regular features such
as ‘Notes from the 11th House’ and ‘Maggie’s
Musings’ can easily migrate to the blog.
2. Articles and reviews: shorter pieces are already
appearing on the APA blog. Longer articles and
reviews will be published in the Members’ Area of
the website when received, without the need to ‘wait
for the next issue’. Their appearance will be flagged
on Twitter. The Articles Index and Reviews Index
in the Members’ Area will be kept up to date, so
that you can find the latest.
3. Conjunction itself will be published as a blog entry
every 4 months or so, linking to all significant blog
items, articles and reviews that have been published
since the last issue, something like page 3 of this
issue. So those who like to just catch up occasionally
on screen can operate in a similar manner to at
present.
4. All the articles and blog items can of course be
printed, but there will be no nicely laid out
printed issue of Conjunction, as heretofore.
Friends, we are taking another step out into the
virtual world. But I think old Saturn will insist we keep
a hard copy of everything, just in case...
PS If there’s a budding editor who wants to resurrect
the printed magazine, do step forward. You will be
welcome!
¤¤¤¤¤

News and Comment
Recent Blog Items
Story Time
Barry Hopewell on story and meaning in
astrological psychology.

In Memory of Bruno Huber 1930 – 1999

Astrological Psychology, Western Esotericism, and
the Transpersonal

Barry Hopewell reviews Richard Rohr’s book.

Sue Lewis’s recently published book.

Critical times of life and dreamwork
John Grove on age progression and dreams.

Just Imagine!
Marilyn Burnett on chart image.

Spanish Introduction
Sue Lewis reviews Rosa Solé’s new introductory book
(Spanish).

Recent Twitter Highlights on @astpsy
APA publications/booklets now available for members
to access online in Members’ Area of http://www.
astrologicalpsychology.org
“The Moon Node Chart in Huber Astrology” Sue Lewis speaking at the AA Conference http://
astrologicalassociation.com/pdfs/conferenc …

Wolfhard König’s appreciation of Bruno Huber.

Falling Upward
Joyce’s Blog – An Astrological Resource
Joyce Hopewell describes her long-standing blog as an
astrological resource.

Using the APA Blog
How to use the APA blog.

In the depth of winter
Iris Schencks on the Dynamic Energy Curve.

¤¤¤¤¤

At the bottom of website pages on http://www.
astrologicalpsychology.org you can find links to the latest
comments on blog entries.
Beyond the ‘Wall of Silence’ – Psychosynthesis inside
and out: http://tinyurl.com/ogzjqpm - interesting blog
by Keith Hackwood re Assagioli
Advice on Huber software on our website has been
updated. See http://astrologicalpsychology.org/resources/
software-for-huber-style-charts/ - let us know if you have
better information!
You can now enrol on our courses using PayPal, as well
as cheque or card. See http://astrologicalpsychology.org/
our-courses/enrolment/

Rare early picture showing Roberto Assagioli and Bruno
Huber at a CGM workshop in the early 1960s
Bruno Huber’s call to arms - final remarks at his last
seminar in England, in 1998: https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=Txu9tKlz42A
First 25 years videos reissued without music: 1. Origins:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NOxP_CyDaiI, 2.
establishment of API UK: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ov_FI6HFoG0
Social icons at top of front page http://
astrologicalpsychology.org - go to our Twitter
homepage, go to YouTube channel, subscribe to blog
feed (RSS)

Don’t forget that you can comment on recent entries
in the APA Blog http://astrologicalpsychology.org/apablog/
See Will Parfitt on subpersonalities and The Self
- on the Psychosynthesis Trust blog: http://www.
psychosynthesistrust.org.uk/will-parfitt-doubt-daily/
Louise Huber’s granddaughter reports that, in retirement
home at 90, she is peaceful, relaxed and strongly
connected with the cosmos
Conjunction Articles Index now extended to cover articles
in Conjunction since around 1990 - see Members’ Area
of http://www.astrologicalpsychology.org
Sad news: Catharine Collier recently died. Many APA
members will recall her presence at workshops and
articles in Conjunction.

¤¤¤¤¤
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Forthcoming Events
London Astrological Psychology Group
The London Astrological Psychology Group, facilitated by
Sue Lewis, reconvened on Saturday 18 April to consider
aspect figures, unaspected planets, and the central visual
picture of the chart. Future meetings are scheduled for
the following dates, from 2-5pm on Saturday afternoons
in Battersea, just south of the Thames in London SW11:
9 May: Comparing natal charts and house horoscopes
6 June: The Intellectual Planets: Mercury, Jupiter, and
Saturn
11 July: Working with transits
A group of 8-10 people gather in her flat, and the
meeting is conducted in confidence. No recordings
are allowed. For the first hour there is an informal
PowerPoint presentation, during which questions and
comments are invited. This leads into discussion, often
including reference to the charts of those present, which
are set up in MegaStar and beamed onto the wall to invite
contributory thoughts and exploration. The afternoon
rounds off with a brief meditation.
Coffee and a choice of teas are served at the start of
the afternoon, purified water is available throughout,
together with biscuits and fruit, and there is a cover
charge of £6.00.
If you are not already on the mailing list and would
like to join this Saturday afternoon group, please email
sue69lewis@btinternet.com
Woking Astrology Group
On Friday evening 5 June, from 8-10pm, Sue Lewis
will give a talk to the Woking Astrology Group on
‘The Alchemical Mind: Mercury and the Transpersonal
Planets’. The format of the evening is a one-hour lecture
illustrated by PowerPoint slides, followed by a tea break
and question time.

Astrological Lodge
On Mondays 29 June and 6 July, Sue Lewis will give
sequential talks at the Astrological Lodge in the second
part of the evening, from 8.30-9.30pm. These reflect the
founding of the Astrological Lodge 100 years ago by Alan
Leo and draw on material from Sue’s recent publication,
Astrological Psychology, Western Esotericism, and the
Transpersonal:
29 June: Astrological Psychology I: From Alan Leo’s
Esoteric Astrology to Bruno and Louise Huber’s
Astrological Psychology.
6 July: Astrological Psychology II: Interpreting the
Aspect Figures of Roberto Assagioli’s chart.
Monday evenings at the Astrological Lodge start with
a beginners class at 6pm. There is a self-standing lecture
from 7-8pm, a half-hour tea break, and a more interactive
talk in the second part of the evening, so these illustrated
talks by Sue will aim to present some key facts and invite
discussion from the floor. You can find out more on the
Astrological Lodge website.
Astrological Association Conference
This year’s Astrological Association Conference at
Wyboston Lakes, from 11-13 September 2015, is on the
theme, ‘Appreciating the Past and Creating our Future’.
The programme contains a mix of traditional/historical
talks and sessions focusing on topics such as karma and
memory, and details can be found on the Astrological
Association website.
As usual, the programme is very with a few plenaries,
but most speakers, including those representing APAE
student tracks, are in contention with three other
speakers for their audience. Sue Lewis, speaking for APA,
has a slot from 9-10am on Sunday 13 September, and she
will be talking about Moon Node astrology as a key to
the past and demonstrating how, when we place the natal
and nodal charts side by side, we can identify karmic
themes we need to work on in this life.

CONGRATULATIONS!
The following students have successfully completed their studies:

Diploma in Astrological Psychology
Christine Le Blein (Canada)
Tatyana Caidheann (UAE)
Foundation Course ‘B’
Alan Plenty (UK)
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Maggie’s Musings

No relaxing Chick-Lit for me! I’ve
been dipping into Naomi Klein’s
book, This Changes Everything
which I found stimulating, scary
and provocative. She focuses on
the immediate danger of global warming to the
earth and also refers to mass movements in the
past such as the Abolition of Slavery, the Workers’
Movement in the thirties and of course the rise of
Feminine Power in the sixties saying that each didn’t
quite complete the task for economic reasons. Is this
an over simplification? Maybe it’s a variety of factors,
a process and of course, the context of the times.
Musing about this, I had an image of an angel
standing before an enormous mountain range; he
had great wings but they were filled with lead and he
couldn’t get off the ground. I, of course, associated
this with the boundaries of Saturn, emotional buried
baggage and of course, Lead!
Given the wisdom of sages and prophecies
from past times like the Mayans and Jainism and
Astrology, we are said to be at a point of evolution.
The human species has survived and developed
because of its ability to adapt but this evolutionary
leap could be very different indeed. Hypothetically
it’s shift or leap of consciousness, from growth of
personal awareness… to a collective awakening.

The archetypal energy of Uranus is about sudden
awakenings and manifestation of the unexpected.
The ‘leaden’ wings were, I intuited, all about those
buried unconscious patterns from the past like pain,
rage, grief, guilt and especially powerlessness and
fear that were weighing down individuals and thus
the collective.
And of course, doesn’t this holding on come back
ultimately to the whole process of change, the Low
Point in the Chart, the Mutable Zone and that final
uphill struggle at the end? Change really is about
letting go and so perhaps forgiveness and waiting
in trust for those new shoots to appear. Yet fearful
unconscious patterns seek to protect and urge us to
cling on!
My own experience at the moment is that there is
an urgent and global need for greater psychological
awareness and education. Perhaps the hope is this
would ultimately lead to empowerment rather than
‘power over’, and greater self-responsibility rather
than an attitude of ‘you help me’ and powerlessness.
There is that wonderful quote* of Guillaume
Apollinaire: “Come to the edge,” “I can’t, I’ll fall”,
“Come to the edge.” I went to the edge and God pushed
me… And I flew.” Maybe once the lead is released,
the angel will indeed fly!
Have a great summer…
Maggie Jeffery
www.maggiejeffery.co.uk
maggiejeffery2@hotmail.co.uk
*www,goodreads.com

APA Contacts
Course Administration - Ghislaine Adams
course.enquiries@astrologicalpsychology.org, +44 (0)1394 610104
Membership - Trish Crawford
membership@astrologicalpsychology.org, +44 (0)7975 721877
Treasurer - Sue Parker* - suellysfaen@talktalk.net
Website, Publications & Conjunction Editor - Barry Hopewell*
editor@astrologicalpsychology.org
Principal Emeritus - Joyce Hopewell api.principal@zen.co.uk
Company Secretary - David Kerr* david@djmkerr.wanadoo.co.uk
Trustees - Indicated by * in the above
Tutors - See www.astrologicalpsychology.org
Software advice - software.huber@btinternet.com

HUBER CHART DATA SERVICE
A comprehensive range of data & charts on paper or
acetate produced to a very high standard using Megastar
Natal House & Node Charts + Click – Integration
Dynamic Quadrants –Transits – Progressions
– Personal Rays – Relationship Charts …

APA BOOKSHOP
On-line at www.astrologicalpsychology.org
books, booklets, CD’s, second-hand books
related to the Hubers and astrological psychology
10% discount to APA members
Contact Linda Tinsley for a current catalogue.
70 Kensington Road, Southport, PR9 0RY
tel: +44(0)1704-544652
email: lucindatinsley@talktalk.net

Contact Richard Llewellyn, Huber Chart Data Service,
27 Lombardy Ave., Wirral CH49 3AE, UK
Tel: 0151-606-8551, email: r.llewellyn@btinternet.com
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My Provocative Figure on Trial!
by Richard Llewellyn
assisted by Joyce Hopewell
Approaching his 90th birthday, Richard recently uncovered this long lost
interchange with Joyce from his old files. It throws light onto the meaning
of the ‘Provocative’ aspect figure, and along the way we learn that things
did not always run smoothly in the development of APA! The article refers
to the description of the ‘Provocative Figure’ in the Hubers’ Aspect Pattern
Astrology page 233.
Richard’s Introduction

When I offered to write something about this
dominant figure in my chart I wasn’t sure that
I could do so without being too subjective, so I
invited Joyce Hopewell, friend and colleague over
many years, to say how she’d experienced it. I agreed
that I wouldn’t edit what she wrote, even though I
was aware of her, metaphorically speaking, gleefully
rubbing her hands together! When I read what she
had written I was a little taken aback and, being a
shy and sensitive being, I felt my Provocative figure
was standing in the dock and was on trial so, in a
light-hearted and hopefully educational way, here is
the case for the prosecution!
Richard’s Provocative Figure from Joyce
on behalf of the Prosecution

When Richard asked me if I’d write something about
how I experience his Provocative Figure (herein after
referred to as ’PF’) I decided to organise my thoughts
and ideas by reading through the description of
this figure in Aspect Pattern Astrology. I’m quoting
sections of this description to illustrate the examples
I’ve given.
In 1984 I’d just completed the Faculty of
Astrological Studies Foundation course when I
first met Richard at the Astrological Association
Conference. He greeted me warmly but says he
doesn’t remember this meeting. We met again at the
1985 Conference, when I was already stuck into the
Faculty Diploma. Richard had arranged for Bruno
and Louise Huber to speak at this conference and
Richard was manning an API (UK) stall (although
it was called The English Huber School then). I
spoke to him and expressed an interest in doing the
Huber School course when I’d finished my Faculty
Diploma. I clearly recall Richard’s response as I was
quite taken aback by it. He was rather startling, sharp
and abrupt as he said why on earth was I bothering
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Richard Llewellyn
14.08.1925 06:19 Sidcup, Kent UK
to finish the Faculty course if I wanted to do the
Huber School course?
Of course, I didn’t know him then as I do now,
and I didn’t know that he’d dedicated the past
few years of his life writing the original API (UK)
training manuals in between travelling frequently
to Switzerland to work with Bruno and Louise, and
setting up the Huber School in the UK. And he didn’t
know that his response nearly put me off altogether!
Richard brought API (UK) into existence, and
he brought it specifically to the English-speaking
world. Before he arranged for Bruno and Louise
to visit England and give seminars, and eventually
created the School, the Huber Method was virtually
unknown outside of Switzerland.
Someone with a PF can “assert... in favour of a
particular thing against existing resistance”. As long
as I can remember there has been resistance in the

astrological world to acceptance of the Huber’s work. long, there have been times when we’ve disagreed,
A fair bit of stick has been meted out over the years fallen out and disappeared in a huff. Richard is not
by some astrologers. So it probably needed someone always easy to get on with! “As a listener, this person
with a PF who could break new ground and raise likes to interrupt with a question or make a conjecture”.
the profile of astrological psychology: “... this person Oh yes! There have been times when I’ve been
authorises himself and has the courage to bring things unable to get a word in edgeways, and times when
we’ve both hung the phone up on each other in
into the open that would otherwise remain hidden”.
The description says the person “wants to mid-sentence. On the plus side, there have also been
accomplish achievements”. Yes, that’s the Richard I times when we’ve talked and the ideas have flowed,
know! He’s very achievement oriented when he has a the interruptions being fuelled with enthusiasm
specific goal in mind and when strongly motivated to to have the idea of the moment expressed before
do something. “The motivation is planned will, which another takes its place.
The Hubers say that the person with the PF has
is why it might be difficult to evade what this figure
wants”. The best way I can describe this motivation the motto “attack is the best defence”, and that they
is “unstoppable”! At the age of 60 he embarked on “can easily become... manipulative”. This goes with the
a 3 year training as a psychosynthesis counsellor tendency to interrupt, but in attack mode it can be
and in the early 1990’s he set up another school, rather intimidating. Richard created several different
this time teaching an excellent correspondence businesses before he founded API (UK), and several
course in personal psychosynthesis to complement years ago when we were both at a workshop run by
and dovetail with the API (UK) Diploma Course. Will Parfitt, each participant was asked to act out a
Richard will see a task through to completion; trying particular scenario which expressed what we’d been
to stop him won’t work. He has a lot of red energy exploring that day. Although I can’t remember the
in the Efficiency triangle part of this figure which details of this exercise, I do know that when it was
is expressed in his capacity to work long and hard. Richard’s turn he asked me if I’d come and stand
Indeed, sometimes work has appeared far more with him as he enacted his. I agreed, wondering if it
was his intercepted Moon, part of this figure, which
important to him than anything else.
I don’t know how Richard feels about this part wanted support; I now think it may have been his
of the description: “... the red/green combination is 12th house Sun/Neptune as well. Standing beside
really nervous; a person who often scorns pleasure and him I was very aware of how exposed he felt, as I did,
whose inner restlessness always finds something that is even though it wasn’t my “acting out”.
Richard acted out something from a time he was
not right”. I can only comment that I’ve observed the
tetchy restlessness over the years - it might pop up as running his own business, an incident when he had
a sharp word or a certain look, an irritable shake of to be bossy and tough with the people he employed
the head or a criticism offered. Mostly, this is done to ensure some work was done on time, otherwise
sensitively or gently but sometimes it can come out they would have gone to the wall. Attack was
with barbs on! Working alongside Richard over the definitely the best form of defence against any protest
years I’ve always been very aware of his intercepted he received from his staff (played by other members
Moon and how this part of the figure, at the apex of the group). But when the work was completed
on time, the business safe and
and as the highest planet in his
salaries and wages secured, he
chart, needs recognition. I’ve
relaxed, and I suspect, moved
always aimed to give this, even
out of the PF and into another
when I’ve been on the receiving
part of his chart.
end of an unexpected Uranian
barb.
Richard Llewellyn – for the
Uranus is opposite Venus
defence
in this figure on the 2/8 axis.
First of all I needed to remind
Both are in a relatively “pushy”
myself that whilst any dominant
position by House; Uranus is in
aspect figure may be noticeable
the cardinal zone and Venus is
when occasion demands, this
stressed. Although my friendship
one is not the whole of me! (I
and working relationship with
Richard and Joyce
hope!) Whilst I agree that much
Richard has been happy and
Beacon Centre, 1998
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of what my PF is being accused of is relevant and
a good description of how this aspect figure works,
I demur at words like ’barb’, ‘startling’, ‘sharp’,
‘abrupt’, and so on. Moi? Never! Especially when
remembered from more than 20 years ago! Though
it is true that the PF has a built in Irritation triangle,
and mine is focussed on the 1st house.
With a rather red chart, an unaspected Mars on
the AC, a Fire Sun and a strong first quadrant I do
have a tendency to impulsiveness and a need to get
things done. A PF is an aspect figure with a fixed
motivation but with a cardinal quality. In other
words it is anchored at 4 corners but is primarily red
in colour. So the motivation is security orientated
and this will be sought in an active manner. As the
‘book’ says, ‘Due to his inner insecurity (quincunx)
this can easily become too intrusive, even manipulative,
always according to the motto “attack is the best form
of defence”.’ In my case I’ve never been consciously
aware of any ‘insecurity’, but in the last few years
I have discovered from my Moon Node chart that
there appears to be a deeply unconscious sense of
insecurity that has generated a strong, but not a
consciously recognised drive to be in control of my
own life.
This stems mainly from a cuspal 2nd house Venus
(which is too long a story to go into here) and to a
lesser extent from an intercepted 10th house Moon.
So there was a good reason for me wanting to be
my own boss from an early stage in my life. But I
have always lead from the front – and usually with
enthusiasm and a sense of humour which can perhaps
be associated with a Leo Sun and a 5th house Jupiter.
In the nature of an ‘I’ sided chart I have tended to be
happier if it’s me that has to make the decisions. OK,
I may not always have got them right but at least I’ve
been willing to have a go. So, yes, maybe that can
upset some people, but its never done with malice. I
once read in an astrological ‘cook book’ that a person
with a dominant Efficiency triangle can sometimes
be labelled as somebody who ‘goes where angels fear
to tread’ and I know that can be me. In exploring
my PF I am once again reminded of the important
fact that so often there is a common thread which
runs through a chart and which can link together so
many aspects of our personality and our patterns of
being.
On the positive side there are occasions when any
situation in life can reach a stalemate and I do have
a need to stir things up in order to get them moving
again. Unless its me in the driving seat, I’ve never
found it easy to be a part of anything resembling a
CONJUNCTION No. 63, May 2015, Page 8

Richard also offers the following additional
information from an advanced Diploma student
LR, who has a Provocative figure in her chart.
LR says that what her partner and Diploma
course ‘friend’ D, quoting from Aspect Pattern
Astrology, could relate to was:
• courage to bring things out in to the open.
• only gather information which is of use to
purpose.
• focus on a task to the exclusion of all else.
• interrupts and interjects frequently. (LR
said “What me?”!)
• attack is the best form of defence!
• a dog with a bone!”
LR says “I tend to think that my provoking at
tender spots is modified in relation to others by
all the planets in my 7th house, notably Venus
and Neptune However I certainly can relate to
this Aspect figure in myself.”
committee. Discussions too often get bogged down,
members sit on the fence and can’t make up their
mind about a decision that has to be made. And
situations, as well as people, including myself, do
sometimes need a prod to get them going.
When I started my psychosynthesis training I
discovered a sub-personality which I called my ‘Task
Master’ and this was surely part of the PF! My Sun
is in the 12th house and conjunct Neptune – so I’m
not all ‘assertion’ and ‘stirring’. And, going back to
the book again, what the prosecution omitted to
quote in its entirety is that ‘What is special is that this
person has the courage to bring things into the open that
would otherwise remain hidden’.
My partner says “Living with a provocation figure
has its ups and downs but life is never dull! And I have
been to places and done things that I probably might
not have without gentle needling and chivvying.”
What makes me feel more content than anything
else is I can look back on my life and realise that I
have had an amazing life, visited much of the world,
done so many wonderfully exciting things and, most
importantly, have no regrets about anything which
I might have done and didn’t! I might not have too
many worldly possessions to show for it but what
more can anybody ask when they reach their 90th
year!
¤¤¤¤¤

Growth through the Age Point
by Marilyn Burnett
Marilyn outlines significant stages of growth in her own life, illuminated by aspects made by the Age
Point to her own stressed Sun.
As an APA student I had always been keen to read
anything that might further my understanding of the
Huber Method of astrology. To me, there never seemed
enough articles showing it in action that might have aided
my grasp on the subject. So in the hope that it might be
of help to others, I have ventured here to write about my
experience of how the birth chart, used as a ‘Timeclock’,
has played out in the life of my Sun.
First of all, let’s
consider the principle
behind it. The hand on
the clock of our lives,
starting at birth on
the AC, travels around
the chart at the rate
of six years for every
house. As it progresses,
it forms aspects to each planet. Each of these contacts
triggers an awareness of that planet’s quality, so that over
time, we develop an understanding of what it requires
of us. The conjunction and the opposition are called
primary contacts and whichever is contacted first by the
hand of our clock, kick-starts our journey of growth into
that planet’s principle.
In our lifetime, if we live long enough, the hand of
our clock, or Age Point (AP), circles around the whole
chart. As it goes, it forms
each of the aspects in
turn: conjunction, semisextile, sextile, square
and then trine, until it
reaches the opposition.
This is a half-cycle of
growth and, like the
growth of a plant, our
awareness of that planet
gradually develops with each contact, until it reaches
maturity at the opposition and we, hopefully, fully realise
what it has taught us. Then it descends back through the
aspects in reverse order, representing a time of putting
into practise what we’ve learnt. If it forms an opposition
first, then this becomes the start point of the half-cycle of
growth. In this case, it progresses in reverse order through
the aspects until it reaches the conjunction. When the
growth half-cycle starts with the opposition, although we
make use of the qualities the planet represents, we don’t
really understand them and have to learn about them
more indirectly. It is these first complete half-cycles that
are so important for our psychological growth. This is,
necessarily, a very brief outline but details of this Huber
concept can be found in Lifeclock pages 154-167.

Now back to my Sun and how its AP journey played
out in my life. In my chart the Sun is in the 3rd house,
fairly weak by sign (Pisces), and stressed before the IC.
This means that Sun doesn’t receive much inherent
energy, so I wasn’t particularly motivated to use it
voluntarily, but from the moment it was kick-started, I
have felt under terrific pressure from the environment
to develop its quality. The Sun represents our ability
to govern ourselves independently, using our minds to
direct our lives towards our chosen goals. It calls us to
create our own life path. Up until the AP formed the
primary contact with Sun prior to the age of eighteen,
I had drifted through life, never planning or aiming for
anything. I had left school with no qualifications and was
settled in a behind the scenes job altering clothes in a
local department store. As AP approached conjunction
with my stressed Sun, I was unexpectedly hoicked out of
anonymity when the sewing position became redundant
and I was offered a position on the shop floor instead.
Within six months, I had undergone training and was
promoted to department manager. The environment
had dragged my reluctant Sun into action, showing me
the way forward, and although excited and stimulated
by it, I was certainly feeling the pressure. The Sun had
been ‘switched on’, and I was acutely aware of it. I now
had, due to the environment’s intervention, a position in
keeping with Sun near the IC; one with a certain degree
of autonomy, but within the local environment. The
Growth of my Sun had been coerced into action!
Next came the Semi-sextile at age 25. By then I had
married and moved to a nearby town and was installed
as a department manager in a different department store.
Again the environment saw fit to yank me out of my
comfort zone when I was asked take over buying the
products for that department as well as managing it. In
keeping with the semi-sextile, with no training for this
role, I had some very fast learning to do! The growth of
autonomous thinking was now well under way, but I still
wasn’t capable of directing my own life.
At the sextile, aged nearly thirty four, I had moved
again and was a relatively successful department manager
with a new, but larger department store group. The
sextile makes us feel satisfied. We get lazy and don’t want
to be disturbed. But once again, the environment (my
stressed Sun) had other ideas. Because of my experience,
and possibly talent too as Sun is part of a Large Talent
Triangle, I was asked to manage two departments at once.
Although I felt pleased by the recognition and kudos, this
I did not want as I would have to work doubly hard!
The sextile contains substance, and as this substance is
called on, it can disturb our equilibrium making us feel
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uncomfortable and ill-at-ease. But, however I felt about it,
I was being stretched and was growing in self-assurance.
Then came the square… and
‘action stations’! In the intervening
years, I had taken it upon myself,
aided and abetted by a colleague, to
apply for a position at the head office
as a buyer’s assistant and got it (a daily
one hundred mile round trip). Now
age forty two, I was being promoted
to the executive position of buyer.
In keeping with the principle of the
Sun, I was now my own ‘boss’ and
was beginning to take control of the course of my life.
The square injects energy, helping us to stand up and face
our fears. It induces action and the energy to achieve. My
uninclined but stressed Sun was, of course, still feeling the
pressure, but I had grown in confidence and could now
deal with it. Assisted by the training of the environment,
I was striving like an athlete determined to be first to the
‘Independence’ finishing post. As the AP moved through
the 8th house I was, appropriately, using the company’s
resources to buy from and negotiate agreeable terms with
suppliers.
By the time AP trine Sun arrived, age forty seven,
I was a fairly successful buyer. I had a responsible role
with a high degree of autonomy. I was being rewarded
with bonuses for my achievements and felt I had ‘made
it’. With the trine though, there is the risk that we can
assume we’ve learnt all we need to know about the planet’s
quality. Wrong! As we begin to take things too easily, not
attempting to grow further, we are eventually compelled,
willing or not, to move on.
The quincunx arrived when I was fifty. I was thrown,
inevitably, into a period of questioning. I had recently
requested a move to a position with a higher turnover,
thus more prestige, and had got it. I had used my mind
to decide where I wanted to be and had achieved my goal.
But, having asked for the promotion, to my dismay, I
was given a product to buy for that I had little familiarity
or affinity with. I was consequently prompted to utilise
the quincunx’s information gathering ability to glean
the knowledge I needed to deal with this challenge.
I had successfully used Sun’s decision-making ability
independently, but look where it had got me this time!
The AP quincunx represents the call to raise our
consciousness to a new and higher level in the spiral of
growth. We are called to listen to our inner voice and it
asks us to look at life in a new way, from a wider, higher
perspective. It asks us to take a giant leap faith, not only
into physical but spiritual awareness. Until now, I had
not listened sufficiently to my inner or higher-self, which
was quietly telling me that I had probably bitten off
more than I could chew. According to the Hubers’ the
quincunx helps to put right incorrect decisions made at
the square; which was when I had, perhaps, overstepped
my true limit.
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In the years following the quincunx, on the face of it,
I ‘came a cropper’. I had been with the company for 23
years, but my current position had become redundant
(incidentally, AP was then exactly opposite Mercury/
Mars, at the apex of the Projection Triangle). This loss
of work felt like failure, I inevitably suffered low selfesteem and my confidence was severely bruised. I realised
that I had stepped beyond my Sun’s comfort zone and I
decided to take time out and wait for my self-assurance
to recover. This gave time to consider spiritual things as
required by the quincunx. Parenthetically, AP was also
traversing Virgo, so my disenchantment with the work
environment and the retreat into the opposite Pisces house
was appropriate. I spent my time reading metaphysical
books and questioning my beliefs. The quincunx acts like
a switch-point, causing crucial decision-making. In the
year before the opposition, I was able to review my career
and concluded that I no longer wanted the high-flying,
pressurised life of a buyer. My goal was redirected towards
finding a way to help others who were suffering and I
eventually trained as a spiritual healer. I also decided to
go back to my roots and look for a position back on the
shop-floor. After a year ‘in recovery’, I found a suitable
position working for a ‘shop within a shop’ and within
easy travelling distance from home.
As AP reached opposition to Sun,
when I was fifty three, it was in the
stress zone of the 9th house before the
MC. Probably due to my years away
from the shop floor, I was struggling
to slot back into shop floor life and
soon found myself in ‘head to head’
conflict (opposition) with the area
manager. There followed a battle of
wills, she trying to prove I was not up
to the job and me, with my now wellhoned, independent Sun fighting to demonstrate my
ability. The Hubers say that, if at the opposition we have
failed to cultivate the qualities of the planet, we may now
collapse. But if the correct adjustment has been made
at the quincunx, real opportunities will open up at the
opposition because we can now see things in perspective.
I had learned my Sun lessons well and eventually
succeeded in proving my point and was vindicated, but
I also agreed to take a slightly lesser manager’s position
closer to home (This battle of power is also indicative of
the IC/MC opposition).
My Sun had progressed through all the gradual AP
stages of growth. I now had a mind of my own and had
proved I could be in charge of my own life. I had also
‘turned the quincunx corner’, discovering a whole new
spiritual dimension and a desire to direct my energies
towards helping others, as befits my true vocation:
Neptune in Libra in the 10th house. My Sun had
developed and matured, but here I was, back where I had
started… in a position with a small degree of authority,
in the home environment… as befits Sun on the IC!
¤¤¤¤¤

Louise Colet
Poet, Flaubert’s Muse and one of the first Feminists

by Wanda Smit						

wandawhere@yahoo.com

Wanda assesses the chart of an early feminist..
Born in Mouriès, France
on 15 August 1810. I have
rectified the birth time to
10 am based on events in
her life and her lifelong
quest: to assert herself as
poet and independent
woman. (This time puts
her Venus conjunct the
North Node on the AC.)
The title of Francine
Du
Plessix-Gray’s
biography of Louise Colet, Rage and Fire, is also an
apt description of Louise Colet’s core which has two
oppositions running through it, creating volcanic
inner tension and eruptions. I love your company
when it is not tempestuous, her lover Flaubert often
reminded her. With 5 red aspects against 5 blue and
1 green, and her Sun in Leo, Louise Colet was not
just one of the first feminists. She was also extremely
impatient, often tactless and, as a child, could rant
and rave at the abuse of her 5 siblings who were
against everything she believed in. She always wore
blue, the colour of her eyes, and later in life, her salon
walls were painted her trademark azure. As if she were
subconsciously trying to create a better balance with
all the red in her?

The Lion in Louise
Her Sun conjunct Mercury is in Leo and her bearing
was indeed leonine. Famous for her impressive blond
mane, she made an imposing impression at popular
salons in Paris, was wooed by artists, poets and
philosophers, and inspired the then famous sculptor,
Pradier, to make magnificent sculptures of her. Her
Mars is also in Leo,
fortunately toned
down by blue
aspects, otherwise
she might have
bitten off a head or
two. Furious with
one of her lovers,
she wrote:

Louise Colet

15.08.1810, 10:00, Mouriès, France

Hear me out and let this remain engraved in your
memory. You don’t know what kind of soul you have
mortally wounded. ... Between us, now, it is man to
man. ...So be it. I pledge my life to the furies!
Is it surprising that the artist, Gustave Courbet,
chose Louise as the model for his painting L’Amazone?
Her Sun conjunct Mercury lies on the Relationship
Axis with the Moon, her emotional nature, at the
opposite pole. She was often attacked by male poets
and critics for her sentimental poetry. Said Flaubert:
You’ve turned art into a sloppail for passions, a kind
of overflowing chamber pot...
Her heart longed to express herself as a poet and
a woman in a male-dominated society, accurately
reflected by the quincunx linking the Moon and
Venus in her chart. This gift to represent the feminist
cause was facilitated by Saturn conjunct Neptune
and by Mars at the two angles of her Small Talent
Triangle. At the apex are Venus and the North
Node, suggesting that Louise’s direction in life – into
asserting herself as a woman – was the right way for
her to go.
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The Achievement Triangle
According to the Hubers, people with this chart figure
are born achievers, never resting, always achieving.
And they’re able to complete tasks in record time, only
to go onto the next one. Louise Colet could dash off
a 78-stanza poem in three days where Flaubert wrote
and revised his work often finalising only a page a day.
Her battery was charged by the already mentioned
opposition between her Sun/Mercury and the Moon.
All the tension of this opposition was released at the
apex of the Achievement Triangle, in adventurous
Jupiter. After her endless relationship challenges,
particularly when her Age Point was traversing the
7th house, Louise seemed to reach the third pole, the
synthesis to the thesis and antithesis in her life. She
was no longer expending energy on romantic love
and erotic relationships. When her AP entered the
9th house, Jupiter took her to Italy and later to Egypt
to get a higher perspective of life. She now became
virulently anticlerical, anti any form of oppression,
and wrote about the lives of people and nations
subjected to the greed and corruption of the church
and the aristocracy. Not that she lost her romantic
ideals completely. She often romanticised leaders like
Cavour and Garibaldi fighting for the independence
of Italy from the Bourbon and Hapsburg yokes. Like
Jupiter, she wanted to see justice done.

The Search for Love
The triangular shape of Louise’s chart indicates a
mutable motivation: the need for change, growing
awareness and relating. Her life was a search for love,
first of a lower, romantic (5th house) and later of a
higher, humanistic nature (11th house).

Shifts in Consciousness
As the youngest of six children, she was the favourite
of her mother who loved Louise unconditionally:
Neptune’s selfless love is just 2 degrees away from
Saturn, symbol of the Great Mother. Louise would
idealise her mother – as much as nature – in her early
poetry. As the Great Teacher, Saturn was also embodied
in Louise’s mother who encouraged her daughter’s
self-education – she grew up at the beginning of the
19th century when no public schooling was provided
for girls. Louise could choose books from her widely
read grandfather’s library which satisfied both her
mental ego, the Sun, and her learning, Mercury, just
5 degrees apart.
Her father, of Italian descent, taught Louise
Italian and in her late teens, she could read and write
French, Italian, Latin and Greek. She’d also taught
herself sufficient English to translate excerpts of
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Shakespeare’s plays into French. It was a formidable
achievement for a young lady in those times, especially
for one who didn’t have a tutor. Men were against this
education of women as Louise’s first biographer, her
contemporary Eugene de Mirecourt, made clear: We
would regret to see the more beautiful half of humankind
adopt overly solid and pedantic education.
Saturn is not just a reflection of the mother,
but also of society. And Louise’s need to rise above
the conservative thinking of her times, particularly
regarding the role of women, is reflected by the
opposition between Jupiter and Saturn on the
Thought Axis, with Jupiter seeing the bigger picture
of a society more fair to the aspirations of women.
She would become a feminist of note at the same
time as that other virago – dressed in men’s clothing
and smoking cigars – George Sand.
Louise grew up in scenically beautiful Provence
which awakened the romanticism in her that would
later earn her the title of The Goddess of Romanticism,
moulding her dream to become a poet with all the
excesses of Romantic illusions. In her early twenties,
the poems inspired by this landscape resulted in her
first poetry collection Fleurs du Midi ( Flowers of the
South) – which was started at age 20 and published at
age 24. But she had already published poems under
the name of Une Femme (A Woman) at age 16.
Her father died when she was 15 – around the
time of the low point in the 3rd house – which
threw the family into dire straits financially. They
now started looking for a suitable match for Louise.
How else could a woman survive those days? She had
only a small dowry, but it was sufficient to entice an
aspiring composer, Hippolyte Colet, to marry her on
5 December, 1834. The real reason Louise married
Hippolyte was that she simply had to get out of her
conservative and restrictive milieu to Paris where ‘life’
happened, especially after she’d experienced the joys
of mixing with art and music lovers at the salon of
Madame Candeille in Nimes (where she had gone to
live with her sister as the other siblings were making
her life hell). Madame Candeille adored Louise’s
poetry and exceptional beauty. Soon Louise became
the Muse of the salon, an apt description of her Venus
in Libra.
In 1834 both Louise’s mother and Madame
Candeille died, leaving her in a painful void. She now
had to leave home and reinvent herself in Paris.
As her Age Point entered the fifth house of
making an impression on the social scene, Louise
finally arrived in Paris where salons were the rage.
Her dream was to have her own salon where writers,
artists, philosophers and musicians could gather for

stimulating conversation and fine food. She and
Hippolyte had little money, but fired up by all the
red aspects in her chart, she started earning more by
writing poems and articles on famous people. Soon
her own salon became a reality.
Having a lover was essential. Publicly displayed
extramarital affairs were a mark of class and
free thinking. Enter Victor Cousin, an eminent
philosopher and a great force at the Sorbonne. Victor
had admired the poem she submitted to the elitist
Academie Francaise which won first prize despite
attacks my males. In subsequent years, she’d go on to
win first prize three times more, making her the only
female to be honoured four times by the Academie
Francaise.
While Age Point was still in the area of creativity
and children, Louise’s daughter Henriette was born
(1840). Louise was never sure whether the father was
Hippolyte or Victor, but the latter helped out with
a small stipend for his daughter for the rest of his
life. He wanted to marry Louise on several occasions,
and this would certainly have solved her material
difficulties after her husband had died, but she was
adamant that she wanted to remain independent.
A year before her Age
Point entered the 7th house
of personal relationships,
Louise met the love of her
life, Gustave Flaubert, whose
Emma Bovary was inspired
by her. But the Venus in
her was painfully opposed
by this relationship which
continued, on and off, for
eight years. Flaubert attacked
Flaubert
her idea of writing – Louise
was of course writing for
commercial reasons; she needed the income, whereas
Flaubert was wealthy and had the time and money
to agonise over his work. In a letter to her, he wrote:
I sense that you do not much adore Genius that you
do not tremble to your innards in the contemplation
of the Beautiful.
Flaubert was also reclusive, due in part to his
epilepsy, and to his mother whom he lived with his
whole life. Louise was not allowed to come near
his house. Ultimately, the relationship couldn’t last:
they were too different in temperaments. Flaubert
constantly criticised her thinking and disliked her
emotional and confessional writing intensely. (He
stood, after all, between the era of Romanticism and
Realism.) The opposition in Louise’s chart between
the Sun, her independent thinking, and the Moon,

her emotional needs, tore her in two. But while
Flaubert attacked her way of being, Victor Hugo,
considered the Olympus of 19th century literature,
would later become a great friend and support of
Louise’s, praising her writing as having a poet’s soul
and a woman’s heart.
To get over her suffering at the loss of Flaubert,
she had countless relationships, mostly with younger
men who could never take the place of Flaubert as
Louise was a strong, independent woman and needed
a man more powerful than she was. But underneath
it all, she was suffering intensely. Around the time of
the low point in the 7th house, she wrote:
Friday, September 28, 1849. 8 A.M. I spent the
night in a state of fever. I would like to die, and if
it weren’t for my daughter, I would fulfil that desire.
Nothing in the present, nothing in the past, to sustain
me... Inexplicable heart! Mine would prefer to cease
beating and feeling!
As her Age Point approached the 8th house, she
suffered many more losses. She was pregnant twice
and lost both sons. She buried them next to her
husband, Hippolyte Colet whom she had nursed
in the final months of his life. Then her best female
friend, Juliette Recamier, also died and finally, Louise
herself fell critically ill early 1850 after a miscarriage.
During all this emotional turmoil and loss, Louise
was also involved in an ugly court case in which she
was sued for fraud, but finally found not guilty
After this low point, Louise reopened her salon
which had been closed during her relationship with
Flaubert. Now she could enjoy the scintillating
company of embattled progressives be they poets,
politicians or journalists.
Louise’s fighting spirit challenged by Flaubert’s
disregard for women grew virulently during these
years, turning her into a stronger feminist than even
Georges Sand. When Louise’s Age Point moved
into the 8th house, her writing became ever more
confrontational and outspoken. It was her way of
paying her dues to society, in particular, to women.
The following journal entry of Louise’s could have
been written by arch feminist Erica Jong in the
seventies – only more than a century later:
If ever the struggle becomes grandiose and bloody
I wish to partake of it. I wish to unite all women,
all mothers, all these sisters in pain and misery, and
make them understand what must be said, what
must be done, what must be demanded!...To keep
them from eternally remaining machines for pleasure
and for the reproduction of the species!
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Reaching for the Peak
1852 was, according to Louise’s memoirs, the best
year of her life. This was when her Age Point was on
the cusp of the 8th house and she was leaving her
endless relationships behind, except of course, that
with Flaubert.
Gustave loved me well and I tasted art and love with
him as I never have before.
Unfortunately – her Mars must have been fired up
by that square in 1853 – she had a relationship with a
dissolute poet, Alfred de Musset, the one who called
Louise a Venus, a fury of hot marble. And boiling fury
is what he got from Louise, due to his drunken and
depraved behaviour. But she would remain troubled
by de Musset’s effect on her – she loved his genius,
but despised him as a man – and it would taint her
feelings for Flaubert who still believed that Women’s
heads are as filled with hot air as a cello casing.
There was now a growing dissension in her
relationship with him who maintained that although
Louise had a spirit more elevated than other women,
it was only elevated whenever your vagina (which I also
appreciate) doesn’t get the better of your mind. And as
his criticism of her emotional romanticism increased,
so did her attack on his repeated deprecation of
women. The more reactionary he became, the more
she fought for every human’s rights.
How can we even make our voices heard? Not
one newspaper, not one publisher has stood up for
freedom of speech! The Church and the police keep us
enchained in double bondage.
Where Flaubert looked with disdain on her literary
achievements, they sparked a lifelong friendship
with Victor Hugo, who accepted Louise’s feminist
tendencies and saw her as being virile, without ever
ceasing to be feminine.
Another supportive relationship was with the
poet Alfred de Vigny, 12 years her senior (rather than
her junior as in previous relationships). He not only
became an ideal companion and surrogate father
for her child, but also respected her independent
thinking and being, wanting to know: Why haven’t
you gotten accustomed to the pride and dignity of your
independence? This penultimate relationship Louise
had before leaving Paris finally reached its end at
the same time that Louise’s financial situation was
deteriorating. She simply had to reinvent herself, this
time, as a political reporter.

Reaching for the Peak
Her Age Point was now traversing the 9th house of
greater vision – where her Jupiter resides – and she
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expanded her horizons by going to Italy to help fight
the cause of the unification of Italy. She wrote L’Italie
des Italiens (The Italy of the Italians), an extensive travel
guide on its cities, art and buildings. In 1860 when
Louise was in Naples, she decided to climb Mount
Vesuvius – in high-heeled shoes and fashionable
hooped skirt! But her determination got her to the
top of the volcano.
Flames rising into incandescent vapor light up the
vast funnel of the mountain; formidable rumbling
sounds and a strong odor of sulfur emanate from the
pit; my lips and eyes are on fire, I turn away from the
vertiginous abyss...
This could be a description of her own volcanic
nature which, at this point in her life, she had
surmounted, but only after having suffered the fire of
transformation. Wiser now, she would never throw
herself into that vertiginous abyss again. She had
finally gotten Jupiter’s bigger picture on being a more
balanced person. After the trip to Italy, she went on
another journey – her last – to Egypt, which resulted
in a travelogue on this part of the world, as well as
political reports.
Her Age Point was now in the 10th house and she
had become an authority in feminism. The high-point
of her life, of everything she stood for as a woman,
was the highly acclaimed address in Marseilles she
gave to an assembly of fifteen hundred femmes du
monde (women of the world) – on the fighting spirit
that was needed during the political crisis in France
now embattled with the Prussians. Her second
address was so controversial that it resulted in street
violence by outraged conservatives and, of course, the
Church. Despite the chronic bronchitis and larynx
infection she had been suffering over these years, her
voice trembling at first, became increasingly firm as the
applause grew. The clapping was repeated outside the
lecture hall by a crowd of women twice as large as those
who had found seats in the amphitheatre.
In her sixties when Louise looked back on her
life and remembered the emotional suffering in her
affairs with men, particularly with Flaubert, and
in the thinking of the powers that be – the Moon
opposed by the Sun – she wrote:
Woman is forever the sacrificial lamb at the mercy of
love. But the lamb so bestially stabbed in secret can
heal its wounds, it revives and becomes a young lion,
it can attack the unpunished murderer and become
the instrument of eternal justice.
¤¤¤¤¤

Lincoln’s Dream
by John D. Grove
John reflects on the dream Abraham Lincoln had foretelling his own assassination, and relates this to
astrological factors in his charts and transits.
A hundred and fifty years ago in April the American
Civil War was winding down. The Confederate Army
had lost major battles. Gettysburg was a turning point
with over 80,000 killed, wounded or out of action in 3
days of fighting. Southern General Robert E. Lee had
surrendered April 9 at Appomattox Court House. US
President Abraham Lincoln was working to assemble a
peace plan with his commanding General USS Grant.
On April 14, 1865 at 10:13 pm, Abraham Lincoln
was mortally wounded by a bullet shot by actor and
Confederate sympathizer, John Wilkes Booth, at the Ford
Theatre in Washington DC. As Lincoln was predisposed
to recalling his dreams, he reported to his biographer,
Ward Lamon 3 days before his assassination on April
11,1865 the following:
“About ten days ago, I retired very late. I had been up
waiting for important dispatches from the front. I could
not have been long in bed when I fell into a slumber, for
I was weary. I soon began to dream. There seemed to be a
death-like stillness about me. Then I heard subdued sobs,
as if a number of people were weeping. I thought I left
my bed and wandered downstairs. There the silence was
broken by the same pitiful sobbing, but the mourners were
invisible. I went from room to room; no living person
was in sight, but the same mournful sounds of distress
met me as I passed along. I saw light in all the rooms;
every object was familiar to me; but where were all the
people who were grieving as if their hearts would break? I
was puzzled and alarmed. What could be the meaning of
all this? Determined to find the cause of a state of things
so mysterious and so shocking, I kept on until I arrived
at the East Room, which I entered. There I met with a
sickening surprise. Before me was a catafalque, on which
rested a corpse wrapped in funeral vestments. Around it
were stationed soldiers who were acting as guards; and
there was a throng of people, gazing mournfully upon the
corpse, whose face was covered, others weeping pitifully.
‘Who is dead in the White House?’ I demanded of one
of the soldiers, ‘The President,’ was his answer; ‘he was
killed by an assassin.’ Then came a loud burst of grief
from the crowd, which woke me from my dream. I slept
no more that night; and although it was only a dream, I
have been strangely annoyed by it ever since.”
Psychologically speaking if one has a precognitive
dream of one’s own death by assassination, the ego
attachments to one’s own life usually produces death
anxiety for the dreamer. This was not the case with
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Abraham Lincoln. Jung puts dreams in the category of
giving a picture of the subjective state of the individual in
which the conscious mind denies that this state exists and
only grudgingly recognizes it. (Jung, Bollingen XXVIX, p.
73). In addition he states that telepathic phenomenon
(either transcending space or time or both) influences
dreams as certain people are especially sensitive in
this respect and very often have dreams which are
telepathically influenced (Jung, Bollingen XIII, p. 142).
Lincoln was endowed with a denial of this subjective
dream state and of the telepathic message of his own
assassination. At great cost was his denial.
We have record and are prompted to believe, Lincoln
may have consciously ignored his dream and its result
perhaps due to the extreme stress of psychic and physical
suffering that had plagued him for 3 years during
succession of the Southern states and the bloody Civil
War. Lincoln kept his dream to himself; beside telling
his biographer, Lincoln only told his wife Mary of the
dream.
Days leading up to the assassination (and after the
dream), Senator James Harlan remembered taking a drive
with the Lincolns and found Lincoln transformed.
“His whole appearance, poise and bearing had
marvelously changed. He was, in fact, transfigured.
That indescribable sadness which had previously seemed
to be an element in his very being, had been suddenly
exchanged for an equally indescribable expression of
serene joy as if conscious that the great purpose of his life
had been achieved.”
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Abraham Lincoln - Radix
12.02.1809, 08:34, Hodgenville, KY, USA

Radix Progression at time of death
showing position of AP and NP

On the morning of April 14, Hugh McCullough, the
new Secretary of the Treasury, remarked that,
“I never saw Mr. Lincoln so cheerful and happy”.
Edwin M. Stanton said:
“At the earliest moment yesterday (April 14), the
President called a cabinet meeting, at which Gen. Grant
was present. He was more cheerful and happy than I
had ever seen him. He rejoiced at the near prospect of
a firm and durable peace at home and abroad, which
manifested in a marked degree the soundness and honesty
of his disposition, and the tender and forgiving spirit that
so eminently distinguished him. No one could miss the
difference. For months, the President had looked pale
and haggard. Lincoln himself told people how happy he
was.”
On the day of the assassination, Lincoln had told his
bodyguard, William H. Crook, that he had been having
dreams of himself being assassinated for three straight
nights. Crook advised Lincoln not to go that night to
Ford’s Theatre, but Lincoln said he had promised his
wife they would go. As Lincoln left for the theater, he
turned to Crook and said, “Goodbye, Crook.” According
to Crook, this was the first time he said that. He would
always tell his bodyguard “Good Night, Crook”.
Astrologically, one can study the relationship between
the Age Progression Point (AP) and Nodal Progression
Point (NP) and how they were related in Lincoln’s Radix
and House Charts. One can see there is a complete
coincidence of the earthly and karmic planes at that time
in Lincoln’s life due to the applying conjunction of these
two points [‘Crossing Point’ - ed]. Esoterically speaking,
this may have been a time when the cumulative past
‘catches up’ to the present and on the earthly plane of
existence; the individual soul might reap what has been
sown in the present and cumulative past lives. Since
Lincoln did not listen to the dreams as a warning and
thus fate intervened. When one considers the death of
620,000 in the American Civil War, which is nearly half

of the number of deaths that occurred in all American
Wars, one cannot escape the tight karmic grip that the
collective had on Lincoln as an individual.
Lincoln’s radix chart shows vulnerability and
unconscious blind-spots in regards to the Collective,
the Unconscious or ‘group think’ [dominance of upper
hemisphere]. Further, his blatant disregard for the
insights of his own dream messages from his dreams
sealed his fate. As an individual, Lincoln could have
survived the War of the American States and the trauma
of assassination. The choices he may have had whether:
1. to heed the dream warnings and not go to the
Ford Theatre on April 14 or
2. to go to the theatre and risk the termination of
his life.
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At that time, the AP and NP were 7 degrees apart
in his House Chart approaching a conjunction in the
10th house (professional standing). The axis point of
the 4th and 10th houses, the Individuality Axis points
out Lincoln’s preoccupation with issues of Being and
Thinking [emphasis on 3rd and 4th quadrants]; his aspect
patterns (mutable and linear shaping) are mostly in the
upper half of the chart in the conscious hemisphere. He
was a thinking man and not bound by fanciful messages
from dreams.
As Huber states in The Astrological Houses( P. 62) with
the preponderance of planets in the upper hemisphere,
“…we are able to seize upon impressions immediately,
to digest them knowingly, to plan ahead and then to act.
The thought process is well developed and can function,
deliberately establishing a position and making decisions.
The will finds application; there is a relative freedom
from impulsive, unfocused reactions.”
But this gift of thinking also created a one-sidedness
in giving little credence to the instinctual and impulsive
side of himself which the lower hemisphere of his chart
represented. Further, to make my point, from the 2nd to
the 6th houses Lincoln’s radix has an empty space with the

center of the circle, the higher self , exposed
and vulnerable to the environment which
could generate unconscious impulses and
instincts which had no validity to his thinking
identity. What I believe John Wilkes Booth
represented, not only his enemy (Mars in in
the 7th house near the low point) , but he also
symbolized the collective forces of impulsive
aggression from the Southern Confederacy
(Mars t in the 4th house in the Cardinal zone
at the hour of the assassination).
On April 14, 1865, the transits of the
three spiritual planets, Neptune, Pluto and
Uranus were below the horizon. Other
transits to note: Mars t square Venus n in 1st
house (A); Saturn rx t conjunct Mars n (A)
near the low point of the 7th house; Neptune
t conjunct Venus in the 1st house (S).
In Lincoln’s natal chart, Mars and Venus
were in two search figures in Cardinal houses
both located at the apex of the triangles.
Venus in the first house conferring initiative
of a conciliatory nature and Mars in the 7th
house giving an initiative for seeking justice
in the world. The base of the Venus search
triangle is in the You side in the 8th house
which could indicate a dissatisfaction with
karmic debts he had to pay to others for his
war. The base of the Mars search triangle is on
the I side of the chart which could indicate a
yearning to break away from reclusiveness (12th house)
and get involved in the real world. There is a medium
learning triangle and linear aspect patterns both in the
upper hemisphere to add weight to Lincoln’s conscious
bias to downplay the dreams of assassination.
In the final analysis, if Lincoln could have heeded
his dreams of assassination, he could have been able
to survive by staying home from the Ford theatre on
April 14, 1865. But like most people, he may have been
unprepared to listen to the still, small voice within and
heed it. Yet there is another interpretation at his turning
his back on the intuition of his upcoming death. Many
who have a terminal illness find the knowledge of their
deaths comforting and reach a stage of acceptance in
which they no longer fear death but welcome it.
“Some dying people will , at the end, discover death to be
a mystery that cannot be explained in simply biological
terms, and thus transform their fear of death into clear
awareness and love… others realized death as the
ultimate moment of liberation from suffering, coming
home to their original dwelling place, the luminous and
clear nature of our mind and heart, now and at the
moment of biological death”

Transits at time of death

Lincoln lying in state

(Being with Dying, Halifax, Joan, p. 163,2008)
¤¤¤¤¤
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From the Unconscious to the Conscious
The seventh 6-year cycle, Part 2

by Wanda Smit						

wandawhere@yahoo.com

Wanda continues Diana’s story as her Age Point rises above the DC into the conscious hemisphere.
Readers will have noticed that this cycle has two parts. The
reason? Because Diana’s AP had moved into the quadrant
of conscious thinking, her journal entries abounded; too
much editing would not have done this highly active
period in her life justice. Also, with the opposition in her
chart running on the Encounter Axis, experience of the
7th house would be an intense affair.
When her AP was in the area of close relationships,
and she finally understood that her relationships with
men had been based on an illusion of love, on sexual
attraction, she met Dante, a gay man who is still one
of her closest friends. They had many inspiring and
intriguing conversations as they had much in common
intellectually and will most likely have for the rest of their
days. He was the one who pointed out to her that she
always threw herself into relationships ‘boots and all’.
She admitted to him that it had been a way of losing her
head. Nothing more than a quick fix.
The next year, as if she were being tested, she lost her
head again, in a relationship with Renzo, an Italian man
who reminded her so much of her stepfather that she
couldn’t resist him. Through him, she learnt to play again
like she used to with her teenage friends in the Italian
clan. She was even considering having a child with him
not yet knowing that what she had to give birth to was
the child in herself; the one who had been neglected by
her father’s selfish behaviour.
Yet ultimately, her relationship with Renzo couldn’t
last. Their values were too different; their goals too
diverse. She found his search for pleasure gratuitous
and he found her quest for the deeper meaning in life
pointless. He couldn’t understand why she was now
studying Comparative Religion and wasn’t interested in
hearing her views on the matter either. He also couldn’t
deal with her introspection which became an issue when
she was being called to turn inwards again, this time by
the low-point in the house of close personal relationships.
As always, she would have to go through it alone. In her
journal we find this entry:
There is a strong sense of ‘no love’ in my environment,
although I feel a lot of love inside me. I feel as if I am in
a cold place, in a prison of pain. I abhor my passivity in
the matter. I could create that love around me, in a child
and perhaps a relationship with a man, both of which I
never really longed for before. But right now, I feel too
helpless. Because of the failed relationship with Renzo?
The Saturn conjunction pre-empted by the Venus
opposition unleashed a tsunami of emotions on
committed relationships, getting married and having
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Diana

26.02.1951, 07:00, Wolmaransstad, South Africa

a child. In short, all the perceptions and beliefs Diana
had held till then about her relationships with men were
being called into question. Should she have a child? Does
she want a partner who would always be around? Did
she want comfort and security rather than the life of
discovery she cherished? Or, as she asked in her diary,
‘is my life to be lived alone, dedicated to writing and to
exploring those depths that are my element?’
How difficult it is to relate to people when the dialogue
in my head has seized my attention. So many threads
scattered in all directions, with no clear connection
between them... Where I spent most of my thinking life
trying to fit the pieces of the puzzle, I seem to have lost the
desire to do so. Or is it the will that is lacking?
What I want is to explode all concepts in my head, all
previously held opinions before embarking on more
knowledge. Is this the risk I take, have to take, to get to
that reality which lies beyond my ordinary perceptions?
So long have I traveled, so many people have I met,
essences have I discerned that my energy fails to go on yet
another journey of discovery. How wonderful it would be
to take a break from this incessant seeking and lie in the
arms of a man when the road gets too arduous. Or would
that be a cop-out?
In Diana’s consciousness, there is always an aspect
to the Sun shortly after a low point. This suggests
that throughout her life her mental ego was somehow
touched, blessed, challenged or fired up by her low-point

experiences. After the low point in personal relationships
in 1990, the Sun quincunx made her more aware of her
thoughts regarding relationships, as if she were trying to
put into perspective her suffering in relationships. What
was it all about? What did it mean? What perceptions
and firmly held beliefs did she need to adjust? How was
she creating her relationships?
For years, particularly when I was writing Bête Noire,
I would have the most terrible sensation that would
overwhelm me at night. I would fall asleep, then wake
up half an hour later, with my heart pounding in my
throat – that most vulnerable part of my body – my
mind gripped by fear: the fear that my mother would die.
Why was I pre-empting her death in such an emotionally
real manner when, in reality, she was getting older but
was still well, active both at work and at home? At times
like these, I was overcome by a sense of extreme loneliness.
Longing for a man or child whom I could hold, warmly,
against my body. Loneliness was a feeling I had seldom
felt before. Why did I feel so utterly isolated at that time?
Only now, two years later, do I realise the full implication
of that fear: it is not the death of my mother that I feared,
but the death of that part of myself which I internalised
from my mother. When the spiritualist astrologer told me
– or reminded me, for I knew it in my subconscious that the father archetype was missing in my life, that my
mother had represented both the father and the mother to
me in my childhood, I recognised what I had taken over
from my mother: the woman as hunter and warrior, as
Artemis and Athena.
Artemis served me well until my mid thirties. Then she
was dethroned by Athena who haunted me with her
Medusa-like powers. This aspect of me had to die, for the
more feminine goddess, Demeter to show herself. May
she breathe freely soon. May she fill her lungs with the
wonder of life.
10 July 1991
Seeing Gary yesterday, after so many years, awakened old
feelings in me. Of all the men I have ever loved, he holds
a special place in my heart. The intensity I sense in him,
the melancholy I have so often discerned in Jewish men is
what attracts me to him.
My feelings for him are perhaps also what underlay my
attraction to Renzo. Both are short, bearded men and
both were bound to me in a strong sensual and sexual
relationship. Was the dark side of the Great Mother in
me too frightening for Gary and Renzo who chose to have
relationships with maidens after me? The maiden in me,
the breezy nymph, the Tinkerbell to Renzo’s Peter Pan,
doesn’t often take flight. But how I enjoy flying with her
when she does!
To hear from Gary - who now has a daughter – that it
was the most wonderful experience, was like a message
from the gods. “You must have one,” he insisted. His
words were an inspiration, especially after Renzo’s angry
statement that I will never have a child. These words

were like a red rag to a bull. How dare he tell me whether
or not I can be creative? His fear of my creativity was not
only restricted to childbearing. How often didn’t he tell
me to put away Bête Noire on whose cover there was a
dancing San woman, her head thrown back in the agony
and ecstasy of a trance? He was petrified by my creativity.
He wouldn’t read the script. Even when I showed him
the letter from Sir Laurens van der Post urging me to
continue doing what I was doing – transforming darkness
into light – even then Renzo could not accept this darker
side of me. (Like Peter Pan wouldn’t, perhaps?)
His statement: “You will not have a child,” was
transformed by my defiant: “I will.” A child of the mind
then, if not of the body.
As if to encourage me, I had a dream in which I gave
birth to the child I wanted. Something magnificent is
happening in me - even in the absence of any man. Like
my poor absent father who, because he wasn’t there for
me, gave me the strength to create meaning in my life without a man.
Only two years later, the issue regarding having a
child was finally resolved:
What a wonderful dream I had the first night I slept
in the ‘doll’s house’ - the cottage on my property. I saw a
little girl’s silhouette against the front door, then heard
her knocking, wanting desperately to come in. She was
sad, anxious and I knew it was me as a child. Her fine
hair was mine, her face was mine as it was then.
She was crying, lost and lonely in an unfriendly world.
She walked around the bed and I could hear her speaking
in my child’s voice. Comfort is what she wanted from me.
I woke up before I could hug her, but I loved her in that
moment with a feeling so intense, I could still feel its glow
long afterwards.
How pleased I am to have her so close to me now. She
is such a beautiful, lovely little being! I am the only one
who can look after her properly, care for her, know what
her needs are. She is forever in my heart. I will never
again forget to play with her.
A few months before the Jupiter quincunx at the end
of 1992, Diana went to the Jung Institute in Zurich for
admission interviews which turned into a real life drama
in which she finally understood her own predicament in
terms of Eros and Logos.
Dr B lived in a beautiful house on the lake of Zurich.
I arrived early and whiled away a half hour walking
along the lake, my favourite place in nature.
At the interview, I expected to be questioned in depth on
the short autobiography I had submitted. Instead Dr B
focused on the creative work I had included.
“Dissection is a fascinating theme,” he said, referring to
the section of Bête Noire he had read. Earlier in the
interview, I had been amazed at his knowledge of film
and theatre. He had also at some point in his life lived in
Africa and consequently found the combination of Africa
and Europe in my writing interesting.
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“Why did you write her story in particular, when so
many other Africans suffered at the hands of Western
thinking?” I hesitated to answer. “Because you wanted to
restore her dignity?” he answered for me.
“Yes.” I agreed, feeling that I wasn’t telling the whole
truth. My retelling of her story was far more selfish than
that. It was my story. Just as she was caught up in the
crossfire of Eros and Logos, so was I. I wondered whether
Dr B had picked up the discomfort in me.
That night, I reconsidered Dr B’s question to me. Why
had I hesitated to give him my real reason for getting
involved in Sarah’s history? Because inside me, a war was
waging between the two extremes creating a profound
tension in me. I was either absorbed in studying and
reading, that is thinking, or involved in some erotic
relationship that more often than not left me in pieces.
Literally, cut up. And the only way I consoled myself at
some heartbreaking loss, was to withdraw into my books
and writing, in short, into my head. Perhaps studying at
the Jung Institute would help me resolve the issue?
Still buoyed by the exciting interview with Dr B, I
made my way to the second interviewer, Dr C, the next
morning.
As the front door of the apartment block opened after I
had pressed Mr C’s number, I immediately headed for
the stairs facing me.
“Down here,” came his voice from somewhere below.
I looked down at Dr C standing at the door to his
apartment in the basement of the block.
“Good morning,” I said cheerfully and bounded past
him into his apartment. It was a bedsit with a dark
atmosphere. Suddenly, a sense of dread made my hair
stand on end. Only when he had closed the door and
walked to the desk did I see that he limped badly. I
immediately felt guilty about having entered his abode
so energetically.
He was the complete opposite to Dr B: cold and unsmiling.
I became as deadly serious as he was and the interview
didn’t flow at all. Dr C focused on my autobiography.
“Did your father sexually abuse you?” was his first
question.
“No,” I answered honestly.
I had a feeling that he didn’t believe me. More such
questions followed which I answered to the best of my
ability. I was beginning to hate this interview which felt
more like an interrogation. Where Dr B treated me as a
human being, Dr C related to me as an object of study. I
didn’t feel that he had gotten in touch with my psyche at
all although he was a psychologist.
“Are you quite sure you want to be an analytical
psychologist?” he asked.
“No. But sure enough to sell my house so as to be able to
finance the course.”

“I believe you are interested in Jung from a creative
rather than a scientific point of view.”
“Is that wrong?” I queried.
“The Jung Institute is a centre of scientific study. There is
an intensive course starting in two weeks. I suggest you
attend that to get an insight into our field of study.”
It was Cuvier speaking, I realised. “Have you looked at
the creative work I submitted?” I asked.
“No,” he answered, clearly not interested. “Why?”
“Because I have just recognised that my interviews with
you and Dr B are a close reflection of the situation of
the main character, who is a woman, between two men:
Mr Bullock, a slave-abolitionist in England and Baron
Georges Cuvier, a scientist in Paris who dissected her
after her death. This is probably a case of transference or
projection, but I feel exactly as she did. Dr B is Bullock
and…
“I am Cuvier?” he asked, completing my sentence for me.
“Yes.” I answered, “and that is what has made this
interview so difficult for me.”
“Interesting,” is all he said, looking at his watch. “Our
time is up” He got up and stiffly extended his hand.
“Goodbye. The Institute will inform you in two weeks
whether you have been accepted as a student or not.”
I left his apartment feeling utterly dejected and depressed.
I thought about my sense of dread on entering his
apartment: it was as intense as that of Sarah when she
sees Cuvier dissecting a corpse at the Jardin du Roi.
The next day
What a strange depression has overcome me since my last
interview. I couldn’t fall asleep, something had grabbed
me by the throat. Fear, perhaps. Or a stifled scream at the
rigidity of my last interviewer.
With a heavy heart I go for my third interview, this time
with a woman. Will she be more caring?
Her friendly manner calmed me immediately. She had
the most wonderful effect on me and was interested in
the Medusa myth. I went through my creative process
with her. The fears, elations, breakthroughs. Everything
resonated with her.
Today a woman made me feel whole again.
This episode is an excellent example of how Jupiter
prefers experiences to be lived, rather than thought about
or talked about. Diana was also beginning to see the
illusions she was creating. After all, Jupiter is the energy
that demands the real, not the illusionary. She also felt
that she needed to review her ongoing interest in the
writing of Bartman’s story and she now started writing
a psychological novella on her object of study. It wasn’t
easy, but the Pluto trine early 1993 afforded her the inner
resources to remain on purpose. Neptune, at the other
angle of the projector’s screen, was beckoning to her, but
would only be experienced intensely a year later.
¤¤¤¤¤
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Lilith Revisited
Female Rebellion and the Search for Consciousness
by Beata Bishop
Beata uses the story of Lilith to illuminate the history of suppression of the feminine. It is based on a talk she gave at the
Grett-Eurotas conference in 2006. Copyright Beata, printed with her permission.
We are here to celebrate the return of the Divine Feminine
from her long exile. Before we do so, we need to ask just
how and why she had been banished for so long from our
individual and collective existence. There is more at stake
here than just the repression and neglect of the feminine
principle, because the principle cannot be separated from
its manifestations: the human body, Nature, and above
all women themselves, all three of which have also long
been repressed, abused and exploited.
The inspiration for my quest came from a remark of
the great American humorist James Thurber: “A woman’s
place is in the wrong”. Taking the joke seriously, yes,
so it appears. But on what grounds? What is the basic
myth, the basic assumption that holds up and justifies
this state of affairs? How far back can we trace the story
of origins that is still widely accepted? These questions
made me take a close look at the Judaeo-Christian
creation myth, the first three chapters of Genesis, telling
the story of how God created the universe, Adam and
Eve. Nowadays this account is only taken literally by
Christian fundamentalists, mainly in the US, who cling
to the creationist story; refusing to be influenced by the
findings of geologists, archaeologists, climate experts and
paleo-botanists, who have been piecing together a more
likely picture of how the universe evolved.
While the Biblical creation myth is now largely seen
as a symbolic story, one of its elements has not changed
and is still taken at face value. Namely the claim that
Eve, the mythical great mother of all, is to blame for
everything that has gone wrong for humankind; that she
caused The Fall, and so all women are guilty and deserve
to be repressed and subordinated to men. I deliberately
use such stark terms. Those of us who go beyond the
surface courtesies of life will know that I don’t exaggerate.
My quest soon led me to not one but two archetypal
females in the Judaeo-Christian creation myth, two
women who have been blamed for causing great and
lasting trouble to humankind in perpetuity. One of
them, Eve, figures prominently in the Bible story. The
other, Lilith, who preceded Eve as Adam’s first wife, has
been edited out of the text. There are only faint traces of
her - no doubt left unintentionally in the story. But then
the official story in the Bible, was put together from four
different sources over a period of 500 years; no wonder
that the text isn’t unambiguous. As Robert Alter put it:
“Reading Biblical texts requires a continual suspension of
judgement, weighing of multiple possibilities, brooding
over gaps in the information provided.” (From The Art of
Biblical Narrative.)

So I began to track down Lilith, partly for my
own interest, partly because she has been adopted and
celebrated by some feminists, especially in the US, and
I wanted to find out what, if anything, she had to say to
us here and now. This paper describes what I discovered.
My working title was “Bad Girls”. I had known about
Eve’s reputation as the source of all our troubles, but that
was as nothing compared to what I discovered about
Lilith’s reputation... demon, vampire, murderess, harlot,
seducer, kidnapper and killer of babies, witch, succubus,
mother of demons and evil spirits, a list of the worst sins.
The search was difficult: I tracked down several Jewish
sources from different periods, mainly from traditional
teachings in the Zohar, which originated in 13C Spain.
The other main source was the Alphabet of Ben Sira, a
popular medieval book dated between the 8-11C. I could
find no trace of Lilith in the talmudic-rabbinic literature.
(I should mention that I am not a Bible scholar, and find
the Old Testament heavy going.)
Eventually an impression of the Lilith story began to
emerge, and I realized that I had to approach the theme
from two directions: as a myth in its own right, and as the
subject of psychological-archetypal Jungian enquiry, with
perhaps some valid conclusions for our times.
Let me first tell a story that is not to be found in
Genesis, but in the Alphabet of Ben Sira: God makes
Adam and Lilith from the same earth. For that reason
Lilith claims equality with Adam and refuses to lie under
him in love-making. Adam objects and says, “I will not
lie beneath you, but only on top, for you are fit only to
be in the bottom position, while I am to be the superior
one.” Interestingly Adam defies the intention of God
the Creator, who made him and Lilith equal; a curious
attitude at the very beginning of human existence.
They argue, and when Lilith sees that she is not getting
anywhere with Adam, she utters the ineffable secret name
of God; this gives her the power to fly from the Garden of
Eden to a desert cave near the Red Sea. Adam complains
to God: “The woman you gave me has left me”. God sends
three angels to persuade Lilith to return. She refuses. The
all-male setup of the Garden appals her. The angels try
to drown her in the Red Sea, but fail. She is told that a
hundred of her children will die every day as punishment
for absconding from the Garden. She accepts that and
vows to kill human babies in return. In the end she agrees
to spare all babies who are protected by special amulets,
containing the names or images of the three angels.
Now we move on to the official version in Genesis I,
26-28: “And God said, Let us make man in our image, after
our likeness: and let them [THEM?] have dominion over
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the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over the In a class of its own. Had it not been made by the Lord
cattle, and over all the earth, and over every creeping thing God? Who was it? We are not told - for the moment.
that creepeth upon the earth. So God created man in his own
Let’s turn to Lilith. Before the time of the creation
image, in the image of God created him; male and female myth, she had a long and glorious past throughout the
created he them... And God blessed them, and God said unto times of the Goddess religion. She existed in Sumer, long
them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth...”
before Judaism, as Inanna Queen of Heaven, beneficient,
Enough said. Male and female he created them. And generous, giver of life, joy, protection. She had been
blessed them in the plural. That implies that God also known as Ishtar, Gaia, Hathor, Demeter. She appears
had a feminine component within Himself, in His image briefly in Gilgamesh. After the takeover by patriarchy,
and likeness. Well, in that great moment of creation, her name is blackened, with no means to put the record
who was the female representing that divine
straight. Lilith is elusive. There are countless
feminine? And what happened to her?
images of Eve in European art, from the
Because in Chapter II Adam is on his own.
Middle Ages onward - none of Lilith.
We read in Verse 18: “And the Lord God said,
The only image claimed to represent her
It is not good that the man should be alone;
comes from the Burney relief at the British
I will make him an help meet for him.” But
Museum, dated around 1950 BCE. It is
the Lord God is in no hurry, He first creates
the full frontal image of a beautiful naked
every beast of the field and every fowl of the
woman with wings and bird’s feet. She
air - which, incidentally, He already did in
stands on two lions, flanked by two large
Chapter I - and gets Adam to name them;
owls, a clear reference to her nocturnal
only then does He cause a deep sleep to
nature as goddess of the night. She looks
fall upon Adam, “and he slept: and he took Lilith, Burney Relief
straight at you - defiant, tough. You return
one of his ribs, and closed up the flesh instead
her glance at your own risk.
thereof. And the rib, which the Lord God had taken from
Nothing like a straightforward portrait, that is. But in
man, made he a woman, and brought her unto the man. some medieval and Renaissance paintings of the Garden
And Adam said, This is now bone of my bones, and flesh of of Eden, the serpent has the head and upper body of a
my flesh: she shall be called Woman, because she was taken woman. In a German woodcut of the Fall, dated 1470,
out of Man.” (Woe, Man?)
the serpent is undoubtedly Lilith, with bat’s wings - again
Prior to all this, God had created the tree of life and hinting at her nocturnal nature - and wearing a crown.
the tree of knowledge of good and evil in the Garden of She bears a striking resemblance to the winged and
Eden, and had told Adam not to eat of the fruit of the crowned serpent/dragon, found on Card No.10 of the
latter, adding “for the day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt Marseilles Tarot, sitting on top of the wheel of fortune.
surely die.” There’s an interesting clue here: there are two
Does Lilith return in disguise, to cause trouble to
trees, life and knowledge are kept separate. This is the first Adam and Eve? Possibly, but that is not the only question
admission that knowledge, rational thinking might not to ask. There is more to this frozen image of Adam,
co-exist easily with life in its non-rational abundance... Eve and the serpent in the Garden - nothing less than
an early beginning that will reach its final flowering with a symbolic clash between masculine and feminine on a
Descartes, and stick with us, more or less, to this day. In primeval level. The Judaeo-Christian creation myth is
older creation myths there is only one tree: the tree of life, the only one in which the Creator is exclusively male. In
which contains everything.
older myths the process starts with a female ‘Ur-mother’,
So now we have Adam’s help meet, created to support an ancient goddess who creates heaven and earth and
and serve him, later named Eve, meaning “the mother of eventually produces a son-lover, who completes the work
all living”. At first she’s only known as the Woman. She of creation. Here we have a sole male Creator. Yet in the
converses with the serpent, who encourages her to eat apparently straightforward story of Genesis, if we observe
the forbidden fruit. In Genesis III,6 we read: “And when the imagery, we find elements of the ancient Goddess
the woman saw that the tree was good for food, and that it cult. Obviously, when a new religion attempts to replace
was pleasant to the eyes, and a tree to be desired TO MAKE the old one, all the symbols and sacred meanings of the
ONE WISE, she took of the fruit thereof, and did eat, and previous cult are presented as being evil and harmful,
gave also unto her husband with her; and he did eat.”
to scare people away from them. In this case, however,
To make one wise. To know the difference between elements of the old faith are powerfully present behind
good and evil. In other words to become conscious. We the veneer of the new.
know the rest of the story. Or do we? The first couple
First, there is the rebellion and flight of Lilith, the
ate thereof - and didn’t die. Was the Lord God bluffing strong, independent woman insisting on her dignity: she
when He threatened them with death? Or did He mean is much more powerful than Adam, for she knows the
that once humans had become conscious, they would secret name of God, he doesn’t. She has the power to fly
also become mortal? And who or what exactly was the away from Adam, he’s unable to follow her. Lilith behaves
serpent? Genesis says, “Now the serpent was more subtil like a goddess, who follows her own rules. She’s not part
than any beast of the field which the Lord God had made.” of the male set-up of Eden. She refuses to stay as inferior
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partner and prefers to dwell in a cave in the desert and
the sea. Both cave and sea are feminine symbols. Lilith’s
voluntary exile runs parallel with the less voluntary
banishment of the feminine principle to the wilderness.
Then there’s the serpent, which for millennia had been
the companion of the Goddess, or indeed represented the
Goddess herself. It had been the source of wisdom and of
prophecy, the symbol of immortality, since it periodically
sheds its old skin and moves forth renewed. The healing
serpent we see today outside pharmacies, drinking from
a chalice, was the sacred companion of Hygeia, daughter
of Asclepios, god of healing. And in the Garden of
Eden there it is again at the decisive moment, acting
independently, interfering with the masculine divine plot
and changing it irrevocably.
Equally, the tree was always connected with the
Goddess worship, as Tree of Life linking heaven and earth,
giving fruit, treasure, immortality. The serpent often lives
in the tree and guards the treasure. In the Genesis story
it is clear and recognizable. All in all it seems that the
only thing the new patriarchal religion had achieved was
to substitute a male god for a female one, but it had not
been able to produce new symbols or a different setting
for its founding myth.
By the way, the tree was not an apple tree, but probably
a sycamore fig, which has a very sweet fruit and large
leaves suitable for turning into aprons. The apple got into
the story because of a linguistic misunderstanding: in
Latin apple is ‘malus’ and evil is ‘malum’. However, an
apple is prettier than a sycamore fig, which helped the
countless artists who painted The Fall over the centuries.
Back to the image of Eve at the tree, we may assume
that the serpent IS Lilith. She is the temptress - but Eve
is ready to be tempted. This is the only time these two
archetypal females actually meet in the story and - at
least for Eve, unwittingly - act together. The way they are
presented from the masculine point of view of the creation
myth, they are each other’s opposite: Eve represents the
life-nourishing side of the instinctual feminine, Lilith
is its death-dealing erotic demon aspect, the source of
superstitious fears and horror stories. Here is one, from
Jewish stories of the supernatural (Harper Row):
“Every mirror is a gateway to the Other World and leads
directly to Lilith’s cave. That is the cave Lilith went to
when she abandoned Adam in the Garden of Eden for all
times, the cave where she sported with her demon lovers.
From these unions multitudes of demons were born, who
flocked from that cave and infiltrated the world. And
when they want to return, they simply enter the nearest
mirror. That is why it is said that Lilith makes her home
in every mirror.”
(Even now Lilith is so feared in some orthodox Jewish
families, that amulets with the figures or names of the
three angels God sent to get Lilith back are placed near
newborn baby boys until they are circumcised, and near
baby girls for twenty days after birth.)

What about after The Fall? We know the sanitized
story. In the unofficial version after Cain had killed his
brother Abel, Adam was separated from Eve for 130 years
and lived with Lilith, producing many demons and other
evil creatures. That apart, the first couple lived out their
lives according to God’s curse, Eve bearing her children in
sorrow, Adam eating his bread in sorrow, but nevertheless
living for 930 years. We don’t know how long Eve lived,
but her terrible reputation as the cause of all humankind’s
troubles has lived on... Eve’s disobedience is blamed for
our loss of Paradise, our mortality, our hard lives, also for
Original Sin, a huge collective Sin with which we’re all
born and from which we have to be redeemed.
So Eve equals sin, sexuality, death. But how did
sexuality sneak into The Fall? This is perhaps the greatest
inconsistency of the story. How did disobedience pure
and simple become some undefined sexual transgression?
How did sex become sinful? Surely the Lord God
had something in mind when “man and woman he
made them” and commanded them to be fruitful and
multiply. Nevertheless, Eve as temptress has been blamed
for everything that has gone wrong. With her, matter,
the body and sexuality have all been downgraded and
separated from spirit and godliness - and feared. (Only
in the middle of 5C AD did Mary emerge, to counteract
Eve. She represents virginity, obedience, compliance with
God’s will, meek suffering, pain, motherhood. She’s a wish
fulfillment figure for the patriarchy. Her chaste perfection
puts Catholic women into an impossible dilemma, when
they are encouraged to emulate the Virgin Mother, a
concept which is a contradiction in itself.)
Lilith’s reputation, mainly in Judaism, is much worse
than Eve’s. She carries a huge burden of male projection.
The repressed, denied, normal male sexuality with its
strong drives and desires became projected onto her, and
so Lilith became the demon, evil seducer of blameless
men, abductor and killer of babies, mother of evil spirits
and demons. Lilith is the harlot, vampire, cold, beautiful
and insatiable, whose consort is Samael, Satan. She flies
through the night, long hair streaming behind her - long
hair is anathema, scary and desperately attractive for men,
hence it must be cut short or covered in monotheistic
religions. Lilith has become the scapegoat, the stuff of
male nightmares and the carrier of distorted projections.
The horrors Lilith was accused of returned centuries
later in the European witch trials, when countless
innocent women were accused of consorting with the
devil, bewitching men, stealing and killing babies,
flying through the night - just like Lilith - to orgies with
demons, and so on. Men’s fear of women, or rather of
WOMAN had not changed; neither had their readiness
to project their denied desires and fear of her power onto
the dangerously seductive temptress, and to punish her
with incredible viciousness and cruelty.
Now let me leave behind the mythical-religious
approach and look from the psychological point of
view. From the mythical-religious angle we have two
archetypyal ‘bad girls’ who broke the rules, caused big
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trouble and have spread the consequences to all females
born for ever after.
From the psychological aspect they look very
different. Lilith’s rebellion against the oppressive male
order of Paradise is a heroic act. This first manifestation of
patriarchy had destroyed the cosmic balance of masculine
and feminine, the completeness of Yin and Yang. It
denied their equality, negated God’s own feminine
aspect and proclaimed woman’s inferiority. So Lilith fled.
Symbolically speaking, with her flight she preserved her
independence and autonomy, but also landed in exile,
outside “the Establishment”, which went on developing
without acknowledging the feminine half of all life, all
creation. And so the split became deeper. The irony is
that Lilith was superior to Adam. She knew the ineffable
true name of God, he didn’t. She took the initiative to
leave the Garden of Eden and refused to return; Adam
had to be banished and kept out by cherubim with a
flaming sword.
As for Eve, created to be Adam’s obedient helpmeet,
her disobedience was also a heroic act. She picked the
forbidden fruit because it was “to be desired to make one
wise”, in other words she chose consciousness. Knowing
the difference between good and evil means being
conscious. But you can only live in the Garden of Eden
if you are NOT conscious, if you obey and do as you are
told. And Eve, just like Lilith, had a mind of her own,
and took the initiative. Throughout, Adam makes a poor
showing: he’s totally passive. After Lilith’s flight he goes
to God to complain but doesn’t do anything to get her
back. When Eve offers him the forbidden fruit, he eats
it. He doesn’t try to stop her, doesn’t remind her of God’s
command, doesn’t refuse to touch the fruit, and when the
crunch comes, he puts the blame on her. Odd behaviour
from one who not so long ago claimed to be the superior
one; heroic behaviour from his allegedly inferior partner.
Freudian psychoanalyst Erich Fromm comments,
“This is not the story of the ‘fall’ of man but of his awakening,
and thus, of the beginning of his[/her] rise.”
It becomes clear that Genesis is not only a creation
myth, but also a political program. According to Professor
Edward Chiera, “The myth of Adam & Eve was evidently
produced in scholarly circles; the Bible was subject to the
censorship of priests who had the power to decide what was
fit to be incorporated into the history of the founders of the
race.” Well, this political program is sharply anti-woman,
which it has to be: here is a new regime, bent on taking
over from a powerful ancien régime, the matriarchy built
on the cult of the Goddess, and this changeover is made
more dangerous because of the powerful seductiveness of
its representatives, namely women. Obviously, they have
to be kept down.
Read with that in mind, Genesis becomes more
comprehensible, including Adam’s failed attempt to
establish his superiority over Lilith, and the Lord God’s
choice of forming the woman from Adam’s rib, as a
kind of derivative second-hand creature. Adam is asleep,
namely unconscious, when that is happening, so that
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“the woman” follows God’s idea of what she should be
like - submissive, inferior, obedient. Except that in the
event she turns out rather differently.
God also gives Adam carte blanche over the whole
of creation: “Let them have dominion over the fish of
the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over the cattle,
and over all the earth, and over every creeping thing that
creepeth upon the earth.” That handover of the right to
use the creation for man’s selfish purposes is the origin
of the ruthless exploitation of the earth’s resources that
has landed us in our present planetary crisis. Overfishing
is leading to lifeless polluted seas, the fowl of the air is
sickening with bird flu, cattle live under the shadow of
BSE, foot and mouth disease and bovine TB, the earth
itself is sickening under climate change, vanishing ozone
layer, exhausted soil and desertification. Earth and water,
the two female elements are being destroyed, and, with
them, the possibility of life on our planet as well.
Patriarchy’s robber economy, its thoughtless
exhaustion of natural resources is the exact opposite of
matriarchy’s relationship to Nature, which was respectful,
caring, grateful for the fruits of the Earth. But then the
Goddess and Nature were so closely linked that they
were almost identical. The observation of the cycles of
life, death and rebirth in the plant world, of the dance of
the seasons, of the needs of the Earth in order to remain
fertile - today we call it sustainability, and it’s a minority
cult; then it was the only way to live on the planet.
I set out to find out whether the story of Lilith and an
analytical reading of the creation myth has anything to
offer us today. The answer is yes. We can drop the belief
that the roles of men and women are divinely ordained
and unchangeable. We can stop being hypnotized by the
myth of the Garden of Eden and of the so-called Fall.
Matthew Fox has introduced the idea of Original Blessing
instead of original sin; it’s a good start. But there’s still a
lot to do.
I close with two quotes.
“I ask no favours for my sex. I surrender not our claim to
equality. All I ask of our brethren is that they will take
their feet from off our necks.”
American feminist, Sarah Grimke, 1838

“Perhaps when women and men bite that apple - or fig at the same time, learn to consider each other’s ideas and
opinions with respect, and regard the world and its riches
as a place that belongs to every living being on it, we can
begin to say we have become a truly civilized species.”
Merlin Stone, The Paradise Papers
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Reviews
Astrological Psychology,
Western Esotericism, and
the Transpersonal
by Sue Lewis
Two independent reviews
follow:
Review by Joyce Hopewell
Something
which
often
confounds conventional and traditional astrologers
is the validity and depth of astrological psychology,
developed in Switzerland by Bruno and Louisa
Huber. I have heard it described in the past as
“not proper astrology” and “not real astrology”
by established and well-known astrologers. Fear
and ignorance of the new, the innovative and the
groundbreaking can make people erect defensive
barricades, so Sue Lewis’ book is a welcome study
of how and where astrological psychology fits into
the astrological world as an important part of the
development of human ideas.
Sue examines the place of astrological psychology
alongside astrology, western esotericism, psychology,
philosophy and science. Her canvass is broad, with
each discipline having its own place yet remaining
interconnected with the others.
The book is well-referenced and extensively
researched, and is written in a clear, readable style
which makes the content interesting and accessible.
For readers who may not have heard of some of
the sources, there is a wealth of footnotes and an
extensive index. Huber students and those already
familiar with astrological psychology will relish the
section on the Hubers’ work with Assagioli in the
late 1950’s/early 1960’s. The differences between
astrological psychology and psychological astrology
are covered, outlining how these two approaches are
not, as is sometimes misunderstood, one and the
same thing.
On page 49 she says:
Some scholars have aligned [Liz] Greene’s
psychological approach with Ficino and Neoplatonic
astrology without extending their interest to
Huber. It could be argued that Huber astrologers
have contributed to the neglect of their branch of
astrology in scholarly circles by emphasising only the
experiential and holistic nature of their work. This
volume shows that behind its conception and practice

lies an esoteric tradition that is psychologically
transformative, spiritually sensitive, culturally
mature, and of ongoing relevance in the world today.
Sue explores western esotericism such as alchemy,
Kaballah and theosophy, placing astrological
psychology alongside these disciplines. Discussing
the alchemical position, she says:
Transmutation, the fourth compulsory characteristic,
is an alchemical term, meaning metamorphosis, or
rebirth following pursuit of an illuminative path
to higher knowledge. This transformation can be
achieved over time, whilst studying for a Diploma
in Astrological Psychology that involves extensive
self-examination. There are specific exercises both
for shifting emphasis from the ego planets, Saturn,
Moon, and Sun to their transpersonal or spiritual
counterparts, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto, and
for alleviating stressed planets through a process of
compensation, sublimation, and transformation.
What I particularly liked about the book was the
inclusion of charts, in full colour, relevant to the
section being discussed. In her chapter ‘The Genesis
of Huber Astrology’ the charts of Bruno, Louisa and
Assagioli are all included.
In the chapter on ‘Moon Node Astrology, Karma
and the Three Charts’ Sue offers two detailed
interpretations. The first is that of Professor Alan
Deyermond, a colleague and friend, and the second
is her own. Here Sue courageously and generously
shares an in-depth analysis of her own three charts
to illustrate her life experiences, her significant
relationships and their evolving patterns, which take
her on a personal journey of self-understanding and
enlightenment.
The book looks back into history to consider
astrology and esotericism in ancient Mesopotamia,
and looks forward to 21st century science,
astrological research, to the transpersonal and to the
place of astrological psychology within this stream.
Astrological Psychology, Western Esotericism, and
the Transpersonal is an academic and well-researched
book, and it includes the nitty gritty of chart
interpretation illustrating how and where the Huber
method contributes to the larger Jupiterian whole.
It is a book for students and scholars alike and is a
valuable addition to the already published material
available on astrological psychology.
Colour, 203 pages
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Review by Ghislaine Adams
This is a wonderful gem of a book that delves into
the historical, philosophical and spiritual roots of
Astrological Psychology and casts the light on the
esoteric meaning that underpins the conceptual
approach of the discipline of Astrological Psychology
or as it is widely referred to as Huber astrology.
Sue has most effectively combined her in-depth
understanding of the principles of Astrological
Psychology with her extensive knowledge of Western
Esotericism to show the rightful place of Astrological
Psychology within the esoteric field.
Whilst I feel that the book qualifies as an
academic book, its structure is straightforward and
easy to follow. This, in itself, is an accomplishment
considering the complexity of the material explored
and the extent of the research into the various
esoteric threads that make up Western Esotericism.
In Chapter 1, we are given the opportunity to look
back on the birth of Astrological Psychology through
the lives of Louise and Bruno Huber and their
personal connection to Roberto Assagioli, father
of Psychosynthesis, together with the influence of
Dane Rudhyar, Carl Jung and Alice Bailey amongst
others. Of particular interest is the excellent
exposition of the ‘genetic’ differences between the
Hubers’ Astrological Psychology and Liz Greene’s
Psychological Astrology that some of us may not
have been fully conscious of.
In Chapters 2 and 3 we uncover the place that
Astrological Psychology occupies in the Western
Esotericism tradition as we are led to identify the
AP thread within the esoteric tapestry: the five
levels of the chart as representative of our spiritual
make-up expressing itself through our human
incarnation, imagery and the specific use of colour,
the importance of geometric (aspect) patterns, the
dynamic house curve as symbolic of natural rhythms

Other reviews on the blog:
Spanish Introduction
Sue Lewis reviews Rosa Solé’s new introductory
book (Spanish).
Falling Upward
Barry Hopewell reviews Richard Rohr’s book.
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as well as the use of the three charts to facilitate our
process of self-growth.
Chapter 4 focuses on the use of the 3 charts
and how the nodal chart acts as a backbone to the
natal chart and the house chart offers us resources
for the refinement and manifestation of our
present potential in line with our soul’s purpose.
In particular, the author presents us with a very
personal and courageous account of her journey to
health through the interpretation of her 3 charts that
gives us a strong flavour of the healing potential of
Astrological Psychology alongside therapy.
In the final chapter, Sue considers contemporary
trends in science and spirituality towards a
more holistic approach to understanding the
interconnectedness of all life. Her closing words
remind us of the credentials of Astrological
Psychology with its roots in the wisdom of ancient
civilisations and its applications firmly bedded in the
current practices of depth psychology that combine
healing and spiritual development.
This is a very brief synopsis of the book’s contents.
It is a must-read for all AP graduates and students
and anyone who is truly interested in the deeper
meaning of astrology as a resource towards Spiritual
Development and Knowledge of the Higher Worlds.
Above all, this book has made me feel deeply
humble in response to a growing awareness that as
an astrological psychologist, I am directly linked to
a long line of spiritual teachers and mentors that
continue to inspire me. In turn, I hope that as an
APA tutor, I can inspire others to delve into this
infinite and magical world.
Sue has done us a great service in promoting
Astrological Psychology for what it is and where it
belongs. Thank you Sue!
I cannot recommend this book too highly.
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Your Inner Will:
Finding Personal Strength in
Critical Times
by Piero Ferrucci
trans. by Vivien Reid Ferrucci
(New York: Tarcher/Penguin,
2014)
Review by Sue Lewis
This insightful and relaxing book begins with a story
that demonstrates how, ‘in emergency situations, our
notions of what we can and cannot do are reset at
zero, as powers otherwise dormant are unleashed’ (p.
ix). Its objective is to show how we can work with
our inner strength to make it more accessible for
use at moments of crisis. The introduction rounds
off with a breathing exercise, reminding us of how
important it is to calm down and work with the
breath to reduce anxiety and tension that build up
imperceptibly in our lives.
‘The will is multiform. Each of its aspects empowers
others’ (p. xv). Ferrucci devotes eleven chapters
to its qualities of freedom, centre, will, plasticity,
autonomy, mastery, integrity, depth, courage,
resilience, and grace, rounding off each with a
meditation or exercise, and concluding with a
chapter showing how Homer’s hero Odysseus
survived his trials by developing the inner strength
and intelligence to recover self-integrity and attune
with cosmic harmony.
In his discussion of freedom, Ferrucci moves
quickly from the caged bird to the plight of Daedalus,
the architect of the Cretan labyrinth who, contained
within it, then creates wings and shows us how
‘to transcend the self-created maze of our own mind’
(p. 5). Deftly, he moves on to the case history of a
client manipulated by her parents, who must find
the courage to leave and travel abroad to be with
the man she loves. She must make the decision for
herself and go through with it, and he emphasizes
the importance of listening and remaining silent, not
pushing the client on her way. Into his meditation
on soothing and regenerating silence, he introduces
the four elements.
Focusing next on the centre, Ferrucci cites
Assagioli, the founder of Psychosynthesis—‘We are
controlled by everything with which we identify. We
can master everything from which we disidentify’—and
then asks what it means ‘to disidentify’, and defines

it as: ‘simply to put space between ourselves and a state
of mind’ (p. 30). This ‘inner shift’ can take place
spontaneously, but it is also something we learn to
do, so as to manage hassles and disappointments
more successfully and live more fully in the present.
Ferrucci reminds us of Assagioli’s disidentification
exercise with which most readers will be familiar, but
it is always helpful to rehearse it:
‘I have a body, but I am not my body; I have
emotions, but I am not my emotions; I have desires,
but I am not my desires; I have thoughts, but I am not
my thoughts. And then: I am a centre of pure awareness
and will’ (p. 31).
When we are first introduced to this exercise
it can seem strangely dissociative but, as Ferrucci
explains, it is really about releasing our grip on things
we value and allowing a space for observation and
perspective. Not only does he connect this practice
with a Tibetan mantra, he also cites experiments
in neuroscience that show ‘it is possible to distance
ourselves from the contents of our own psyche, and that
this distance promotes control’ (p. 34). This chapter
includes the clearest explanation of disidentification
that I have come across and concludes with a
meditation on being.
The section on will leads into an exercise in
which Ferrucci explains that ‘to train the will, you
need to create an exercise that is specific to you. This
means you must know the areas of your life that you feel
are less strong or complete’, and he sets a number of
questions. One size does not fit all.
This is a wonderful book because it is lightly
structured while also being profoundly insightful. It
is easy to browse, and coast over the bits that don’t
seem especially relevant to our situation, before
suddenly alighting upon a gem on which to ponder.
The text shifts naturally between inner and outer
environments. It acknowledges that some of us are
more resilient than others, and that we have different
strengths. Resilience is related to the tempering of
steel, and to the antibodies we form resulting from
vaccination so that, as our immune system grows,
we become more resistant to invasions and insults.
The text moves imperceptibly between everyday
questions and ancient myths, as each illuminates the
other. It is one of those books that becomes a bedside
companion, and I wholeheartedly recommend it as a
practical guide to Psychosynthesis.
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